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Abstract—Transmit antenna selection is a low-complexity,
multiple-antenna technique that exploits spatial diversity using only one radio frequency chain. We investigate it for an
underlay cognitive radio system that operates in the presence
of multiple primary receivers and is subject to a constraint
on the interference outage it causes at any of the primary
receivers. The selection is based on a practically motivated and
general partial channel state information (CSI) model in which
the secondary transmitter (STx) only knows the channel power
gains to a subset of the primary receivers. We derive a novel
and general antenna selection rule that provably minimizes the
symbol error probability (SEP) of the secondary system. We also
derive insightful analytical expressions for its average SEP and
interference-outage probability. These apply to a general class of
channel fading models and any number of transmit and receive
antennas, and include the special cases in which the STx knows
channel power gains to all or none of the primary receivers. Our
numerical results bring out a new insensitivity of the average SEP
of the optimal rule to the interference power threshold when the
CSI available is partial.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio, underlay, antenna selection,
interference outage, multiple primaries, partial CSI.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio (CR) is a promising technology that addresses the shortage of radio spectrum. Owing to its promise,
it has been incorporated in IEEE standards such as 802.11af
and 802.22 [1]. In CR, users are classified into two categories,
namely, primary users (PUs), who are licensed users of the
spectrum, and secondary users (SUs), who are lower priority
users of the same spectrum [2]. We focus on the underlay
paradigm of CR, which improves frequency reuse by allowing
a SU to transmit concurrently in the same spectrum as the PU.
However, the SU is subject to a constraint on the interference
its transmissions cause to the primary receivers (PRxs) [2].
Different interference constraints have been considered in
the literature to protect the PRxs from excessive interference.
These include the peak-interference constraint [3]–[7], which
limits the instantaneous interference power at the PRxs, the
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interference-outage constraint [8]–[10], which limits the fraction of time for which instantaneous interference can exceed
a interference power threshold at the PRx, and the averageinterference constraint [11]–[13], which limits the fadingaveraged interference power at the PRx. However, these limit
the secondary performance.
Multiple antennas at the SUs can ameliorate this performance degradation. For example, transmit beamforming is
considered in [14], and multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
antenna techniques are considered in [15]. However, these
require an expensive and power-hungry radio frequency (RF)
chain per antenna, which consists of digital-to-analog converters, filters, mixers, and an amplifier. Transmit antenna selection
(TAS) is a technique that addresses this challenge [16]. In it,
the transmitter uses a single RF chain, which is dynamically
switched to one of the antennas depending on the channel
conditions. It is employed in wireless standards such as IEEE
802.11n and Long Term Evolution (LTE) [17], [18].
In underlay CR, TAS reduces the symbol error probability
(SEP) [10]–[12] and increases the ergodic capacity [6], [7]
compared to a single antenna system that uses the same
number of RF chains. The choice of the antenna depends not
only on the channel gain between the secondary transmitter
(STx) and secondary receiver (SRx), but also on the channel
gains between the STx and the PRxs and the interference
constraint itself [6], [10]. In the following, we summarize the
TAS rules studied in the literature for underlay CR.
a) For Single PRx: For an STx that transmits with fixed
power, the antenna with the highest STx to SRx (STx-SRx)
channel power gain among the antennas that satisfy the peakinterference constraint is selected in [6]. Instead, in [7], the
STx adapts its transmit power and selects the antenna with the
highest ratio of the STx-SRx and the STx to PRx (STx-PRx)
channel power gains. SEP-optimal TAS rules are developed in
[11], [12] for an STx that is subject to the average-interference
constraint, and in [10] for an interference-outage constrained
STx. A difference selection (DS) rule that selects the antenna
with the maximum weighted difference of the STx-SRx and
STx-PRx channel power gains is proposed in [13], and a
minimum interference (MI) rule that selects the antenna with
the smallest STx-PRx channel power gain is proposed in [19].
b) For Multiple PRxs: For an STx that can adapt its
transmit power and is required to satisfy the peak-interference
constraint at each of the PRxs, the antenna with the highest
STx-SRx channel power gain is selected in [3], [4]. A low
complexity iterative algorithm for jointly determining the
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antenna subset and beamforming vector is proposed in [5].
A. Focus and Contributions
In this paper, we characterize how the presence of multiple
PRxs, availability of channel state information (CSI) about the
links to them, and the interference constraint together drive
the optimal selection of the transmit antenna. We consider
an STx that employs on-off power control. In the on state it
transmits data with a fixed non-zero power and in the off state
it transmits with zero power in order to not cause interference
to the PRxs [6], [8], [11]. It is practically appealing because
it enables the use of high-efficiency power amplifiers and
also simplifies the design of the other components of the RF
chain. We focus on the interference-outage constraint, which
is a generalization of the widely studied peak-interference
constraint [3]–[5]. Given its stochastic nature, STx need not
perfectly know the instantaneous channel power gains from
it to all the PRxs, which is unlike the peak-interference
constraint. Moreover, it does not significantly affect primary
systems that are designed to handle co-channel interference or
whose traffic is tolerant to disruptions [10].
Several aspects of our model are novel. Firstly, the multiple
PRxs scenario has been investigated much less in the literature.
Secondly, we study a partial CSI model, in which the STx
knows instantaneous channel power gains from it to only a
subset of PRxs. This is motivated by the fact that while the STx
can acquire CSI of its link to a PRx, this is more challenging
with multiple PRxs. For example, consider a primary system
that operates in the time division duplexing (TDD) mode. The
STx listens to primary signals for a finite time period and
exploits reciprocity in order to estimate the STx-PRx channel
gains [20], [21]. In such a case, it can obtain CSI of only
those PRxs that transmit during this period. The same issue
arises even when the primary system operates in the frequency
division duplexing (FDD) mode and a hidden power-feedback
loop technique [22] is used to estimate the STx-PRx channel
power gains. As the number of PRxs increases, acquiring CSI
of the links to all the PRxs in a timely manner becomes
difficult [23], [24]. Thirdly, we study the general case in
which the channel gains from the STx to different PRxs are
statistically non-identical. This models the scenario in which
the PRxs are at different distances from the STx, and, thus,
have different path-losses. Our model differs from [3]–[5],
which assume the peak-interference constraint and statistically
identical STx-PRx channel gains, all of which are known to
the STx.
We make the following contributions:
• We develop an optimal TAS rule for on-off power control
that minimizes the average SEP for a secondary system
with partial CSI at the STx that is subject to a constraint
on the interference-outage caused to any of the multiple
PRxs. We present a novel and explicit mathematical
characterization of it. It selects an antenna that minimizes
a function that is a difference of two terms. The first term
is an exponentially decaying function of instantaneous
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the SRx. The second term
is a product of three terms. The first is an indicator

function that checks if the STx-PRx channel power gains
that are known at the STx are below a threshold, the
second is a constant that is a function of the channel
statistics of the STx-PRx links that are not known at
the STx, and the third is a penalization parameter λ
that depends on the parameters of the interference-outage
constraint. The rule is optimal for any fading model
with a continuous cumulative distribution function (CDF),
which we shall refer to as a continuous fading model.
This encompasses the Rayleigh, Rician, and Nakagamim models.
• We derive a general expression for the average SEP of
the optimal rule and its interference-outage probability for
any number of PRxs, for any number of antennas at the
STx and SRx, and for many constellations. We also derive
a tight and closed-form upper bound for the interferenceoutage probability, which simplifies the implementation
of the optimal rule.
• We also study the following two extreme cases, which
are by themselves novel and insightful: (i) Full CSI, in
which the STx knows the channel power gains from it
to all the PRxs; (ii) No CSI, in which the STx does not
know the channel power gains to any of the PRxs.
• Our extensive simulation results show that the optimal
rule reduces the average SEP markedly compared to the
other TAS rules. An interesting insight we obtain is that
with partial CSI the performance of the optimal rule is
insensitive to the interference power threshold.
The multiple PRxs model considered is more general than
the single PRx model considered in [6], [11]–[13], [25]. Additionally, the partial CSI model and statistically non-identical
STx-PRx channel gain model are more general than the full
CSI model assumed in [3]–[5]. Our paper differs in many ways
compared to [10]. We consider the partial CSI model with
multiple PRxs, which is more general that the full CSI model
with single PRx considered in [10]. Secondly, the question of
the different STx-PRx channel gains being statistically nonidentical does not arise in [10]. Thirdly, the interference-outage
constraint that we consider is novel compared to that in [10].
Consequently, the TAS rule that we present and prove to be
optimal is different from that in [10]. This also entails more
sophisticated average SEP and interference-outage probability
analyses. We note that even the special case of no CSI that
we study does not follow from [10].
B. Outline and Notation
Section II presents the system model and the problem
statement. The optimal TAS rule and its interference-outage
probability are derived in Section III. Its average SEP is analyzed in Section IV. Performance benchmarking and results are
presented in Section V. Our conclusions follow in Section VI.
Mathematical derivations are relegated to the Appendix.
Notation: The absolute value of a complex number x is
denoted by |x|. The complement of a set A is denoted
by Ac . The probability of an event A and the conditional
probability of A given B are denoted by Pr (A) and Pr (A|B),
respectively. EX [·] denotes expectation with respect to X.
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Further, X ∼ CN (σ 2 ) means that X is a circular symmetric
zero-mean complex Gaussian RV with variance σ 2 . Scalar
variables are written in normal font and vector variables in
bold font. I{a} denotes the indicator function; it is 1 if a is
true and is 0 otherwise. The null set is denoted by ∅.
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A. On-Off Power Control and Data Transmission
The STx draws a data symbol b from a constellation of
M symbols that are equally likely. It employs on-off power
control, in which the STx transmits data either with power Pt
using one of the Nt antennas or with 0 power in the on and off
states, respectively [8], [11]. The zero transmit power option
is equivalent to the STx transmitting from a virtual antenna 0,
with h10 = · · · = hNr 0 , 0 and g10 = · · · = gNp 0 , 0.
Let s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nt } denote the antenna selected by
the STx. At the nth antenna of the SRx, let Zn denote the
interference from the PU transmissions and Rn denote the
signal received. Let the instantaneous interference at the ith
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II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
The system model is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an STx
that transmits data to an SRx, which causes interference to Np
PRxs. Each PRx is equipped with one antenna while the STx
and SRx are equipped with Nt and Nr antennas, respectively.
The STx is equipped with one RF chain, which dynamically
connects it to one antenna depending on the channel gains.
The SRx employs either maximal ratio combining (MRC) or
selection combining (SC). The latter is practically motivated
because it enables the use of fewer expensive RF chains at
the SRx [3]. For n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nr } and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt },
hnk denotes the instantaneous channel power gain from the k th
antenna of the STx to the nth antenna of the SRx. The STxSRx channel gains are statistically identical since the antennas
at the STx are co-located and so are the antennas at the SRx.
We also assume that these gains are mutually independent, as
this makes the analysis tractable and is widely assumed in the
related literature [6], [7], [11], [25]. Let µh denote the mean
STx-SRx channel power gain and H = [hnk ] denote the STxSRx channel power gain matrix. Using the simplified path-loss
model [26, Chap. 2.6], µh in terms of the distance d between
2
the STx and SRx is equal to (Λ/(4πd)) , if d ≤ d0 , and
2
ζ
is (Λ/(4πd0 )) (d0 /d) , otherwise. Here, ζ is the path-loss
exponent, Λ is the signal wavelength, and d0 is the breakpoint distance.
The instantaneous channel power gain from the k th antenna
of the STx to the ith PRx is denoted by gik . The channel gains
from the STx to a given PRx are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.), i.e., gi1 , . . . , giNt are i.i.d.
for any given i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np }. And, the channel power
gains g1k , . . . , gNp k from antenna k of the STx to the different
PRxs are independent and not identically distributed (i.n.i.d.).
Let µi = E [gik ]. This models the scenario where the different
PRxs are at different distances from the STx, as can be seen
from the above path-loss model. All channel gains remain
constant over a symbol duration, which is of the order of tens
of microseconds or less.
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Fig. 1. System model that consists of an STx with Nt transmit antennas and
one RF chain. It transmits data to an SRx with Nr antennas, which causes
interference to Np PRxs.

PRx due to an STx transmission be Ii . Then,
p p
Rn = Pt hns ejθns b + Wn + Zn , for 1 ≤ n ≤ Nr , (1)
p √
Ii = Pt gis ejϕis b, for 1 ≤ i ≤ Np ,
(2)
 2
where E |b|
= 1, θns and ϕis are the phases of the
complex baseband STx-SRx and STx-PRx channel gains,
respectively, and Wn is circular symmetric complex additive
white Gaussian noise. We assume Zn to be Gaussian. This
is widely assumed in the literature to ensure tractability [8],
[11]–[13]. It is justified by the central limit theorem when
there are multiple primary transmitters (PTxs). It is valid even
with one PTx and Rayleigh fading, when the PTx transmits
a constant amplitude signal [8]. It is also valid for the model
considered in [19], [23], in which the SRx is located far from
the PTx. Therefore, Wn + Zn ∼ CN σ 2 .
B. CSI Model
STx-SRx Channels: In order to perform TAS, we assume
that the STx knows H [6], [7]. This can be obtained by
exploiting reciprocity or using feedback. The STx does not
need phase information of any STx-SRx channel. For coherent
demodulation, the SRx knows the complex channel gains from
the selected transmit antenna s of the STx to its Nr receive
antennas, i.e., hns and θns , for n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nr }. This can
be achieved by inserting pilots along with the transmitted
data [10], [11].
STx-PRx Channels: In the partial CSI model, the STx only
knows the channel power gains from it to a subset A of
Na PRxs. This arises because the STx can only estimate the
channel gains of the PRxs that transmit in a finite time window.
Let GA = [gik ], for i ∈ A and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }, denote the
STx-PRx channel power gain sub-matrix. The following two
are extreme cases of our general model:
• Full CSI: Here, A = {1, 2, . . . , Np } since the STx knows
the channel power gains from it to all the PRxs.
• No CSI: Here, A = ∅ since the STx does not know the
channel power gains to any of the PRxs.
The STx has statistical information about all the STx-PRx
links, e.g., their mean channel power gains, since it changes
at a much slower rate than the instantaneous channel gains. No
phase information of the STx-PRx channel gains is required
at the STx.
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following stochastic, constrained optimization problem P:

C. Interference-Outage Constraint and Problem Statement
Interference-outage is an event in which the instantaneous
interference at any of the PRxs exceeds an interference power
threshold τ . This is a generalization of the definition of
interference-outage employed in [9], [10], [23] for a system
with one PRx. It also includes as a special case the constraint
on the peak interference at each PRx, which is considered
in [3]–[5].
From (2), the instantaneous interference power at the ith PRx
is Pt gis . Then, an interference-outage occurs when Pt gis > τ ,
for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np }. We specify the interference-outage
constraint as
Pr



Np

∪ {Pt gis > τ }

i=1


≤ Omax ,

(3)

where Omax is the maximum allowed interference-outage
probability. It follows from
(3) that Pr (Pt g1s > τ ) ≤

Omax , . . . , Pr Pt gNp s > τ ≤ Omax . Therefore, it also constrains the interference-outage probability at each PRx regardless of its distance from the STx. Using the De
Morgan’s
law, the constraint
in (3) can be written as


Np
Pr ∩i=1
{Pt gis ≤ τ } ≥ 1 − Omax .

Let γk denote the instantaneous received SNR when the
STx uses antenna k for transmission. The instantaneous SEP,
which we denote by SEP(γk ), is given by [27, (14)]
SEP(γk ) ≈ c1 exp (−c2 γk ) ,

(4)

where c1 and c2 are modulation-specific
constants. For

PNr
2
MRC, γk = Pt
n=1 hnk /σ , and for SC, γk =
Pt max{h1k , . . . , hNr k }/σ 2 . The formula in (4) is exact for
differential BPSK with (c1 , c2 ) = (0.5, 1) and non-coherent
binary frequency-shift-keying with (c1 , c2 ) = (0.5, 0.5) [25].
It is a tight approximation for QPSK with (c1 , c2 ) = (0.5, 0.6),
for 8-PSK with (c1 , c2 ) = (0.6, 0.18), and for 16-QAM with
(c1 , c2 ) = (0.8, 0.12).
When the STx transmits with power Pt , the SEP is strictly
less than c1 . However, when it transmits with 0 power, i.e.,
s = 0, we have γ0 = 0. Therefore, from (4), the SEP equals
c1 < 1. Thus, choosing antenna 0 entails a worst-case penalty;
it will ensure that the optimal TAS rule does not always select
s = 0 in order to trivially satisfy the interference constraint [8],
[11]. We note that this approximation is consistent with the
fact that for a constellation of size M , the SEP for s = 0 is
exactly1 e0 , 1 − (1/M ) < 1.
TAS Rule Definition: A TAS rule φ is a mapping from
(H, GA ) to the set {0, 1, . . . , Nt }. The antenna selected is
s = φ(H, GA ). Since H and GA are random, so is s.
Finding the optimal TAS rule φ∗ that minimizes the average
SEP of the secondary system subject to the interference-outage
constraint and given A can be mathematically stated as the
1 For this case, the optimal decoder at the SRx declares any one of the M
symbols as its output with equal probability.

P:

min EH,GA [SEP(γs )]
φ


Np
s.t. Pr ∩ {Pt gis ≤ τ } ≥ 1 − Omax ,
i=1

(5)
(6)
(7)

s = φ(H, GA ).
III. O PTIMAL TAS RULE AND I TS
I NTERFERENCE -O UTAGE P ROBABILITY

We now present the optimal TAS rule and derive its
interference-outage probability.
A. Optimal TAS Rule
Let us first consider the case when the interference-outage
constraint is inactive. Here, it is easy to see that the optimal
TAS rule selects the antenna with the highest instantaneous
SNR. It is given by
s=

(8)

arg max {γk } .

k∈{1,2,...,Nt }

We shall call this the unconstrained rule. Its interferenceoutage probability Ou can be written as




Np
Np
Ou = Pr ∪ {Pt gis > τ } = Pr ∪ {Pt gi1 > τ } , (9)
i=1

i=1

where the second equality follows because: (i) the antenna
selected by the unconstrained rule does not depend on GA ,
Np
and (ii) ∪i=1
{Pt gik > τ }, for 1 ≤ k ≤ Nt , are statistically
identical. Applying the De Morgan’s law and using the fact
that g11 , . . . , gNp 1 are independent, we get
Ou = 1 − Pr




 
Np
Y
τ
, (10)
∩ {Pt gi1 ≤ τ } = 1 −
Fgi
i=1
Pt
i=1
Np

where Fgi (·) denotes the CDF of gik , for 1 ≤ k ≤ Nt . Clearly,
the unconstrained rule is optimal when Ou ≤ Omax . We shall
call this region as the unconstrained region.
However, when Ou > Omax , which we shall refer to as
the constrained region, the above rule does not satisfy the
interference-outage constraint and cannot be optimal for the
problem P. To develop the optimal solution in this region, we
introduce the following notations. When the STx transmits
with the k th antenna, let Lk (A) denote the event that Pt gik ≤
τ at all the PRxs whose CSI is available at the STx, and let
Dk (Ac ) denote the event that Pt gik ≤ τ at all the PRxs whose
CSI is not available at the STx. Thus,
Lk (A) , ∩ {Pt gik ≤ τ } and Dk (Ac ) , ∩ c {Pt gik ≤ τ } .
i∈A

i∈A

Let α0 (Ac ) , Pr (D0 (Ac )) = 1 and for 1 ≤ k ≤ Nt ,
 
Y
τ
c
c
.
αk (A ) , Pr (Dk (A )) =
Fgi
Pt
c

(11)

i∈A

In terms of these notations, the optimal TAS rule is as follows.
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Result 1: Given A, the optimal rule φ∗ selects antenna s∗ =
φ (H, GA ) that is given by


Ou ≤ Omax ,
 arg max {γk } ,
k∈{1,2,...,Nt }
s∗ =
c

 arg min yk − λαk (A )I{Lk (A)} , Ou > Omax ,
∗

Pt

B. Interpretation of the Optimal Rule in Constrained Region
We first introduce the following terminology. We say that
an STx antenna k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt } is A-outage-compatible
if Pt gik ≤ τ , for i ∈ A, i.e., I{Lk (A)} = 1. Otherwise, we
say that it is outage-incompatible, which means that it causes
an interference greater than τ at at least one of the PRxs. To
keep the notation simple, we shall use αk and Lk instead of
αk (Ac ) and Lk (A) henceforth.
Another interpretation of (12) is that the optimal rule selects
the antenna with the smallest metric, where the metric of the
k th STx antenna is yk −λαk I{Lk } . From (11), we see that α1 =
· · · = αNt , α. Thus, for an antenna k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }, the
metric is yk if it is outage-incompatible and yk − λα if it is
A-outage-compatible. For partial CSI, the factor α < 1 can
be interpreted as a CSI penalty because it increases the metric
of an A-outage-compatible antenna. Thus, as α decreases, the
penalty increases. The metric of antenna 0 is equal to c1 − λ.
Thus, the optimal rule selects s∗ 6= 0 if and only if there is
at least one antenna 1, 2, . . . , Nt whose metric is smaller than
c1 − λ. Else, s∗ = 0.
Fig. 2 illustrates the metric for Np = 2 and brings out the
key role that partial CSI plays in it. It plots the metric of
antenna k for full CSI and partial CSI. With full CSI, i.e.,
A = {1, 2}, we have α = 1 and the metric depends on both
g1k and g2k . It is equal to yk − λ if Pt g1k ≤ τ and Pt g2k ≤
τ ; else, it is equal to yk . With partial CSI and A = {1},
the metric depends on g1k and the statistics of g2k through
α = Pr (Pt g2k ≤ τ ) < 1. It is equal to yk − λα if Pt g1k ≤ τ ;
else, it is equal to yk . A similar behavior is seen for A = {2}.
C. Behavior of the Optimal TAS Rule when λ ≥ c1

We now consider the case when λ ≥ c1 . This scenario arises
when τ or Omax are small. In this case, the metric c1 − λ of

Pt

yk − λαI{g2k ≤ τ }

Pt

Pt

g2k

g2k

g2k

yk

yk
τ
Pt

yk − λα yk

yk − λ

k∈{0,1,...,Nt }

(12)
where yk = SEP(γk ). Here, λ > 0 is chosen such that
the interference-outage constraint in (6) is met with equality.
Furthermore, such a choice of λ always exists.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
Comments: In Section III-D, we discuss how to compute
λ with low complexity. We see that both A and Ac affect
the optimal rule. The STx can satisfy the interference-outage
constraint even with partial CSI because of the stochastic
nature of the constraint. This is unlike the peak-interference
constraint, which can be satisfied by the STx only with full
CSI. Another feature of the optimal rule is that the STx only
needs to know if the STx-PRx channel power gains exceeds
τ /Pt or not. It can be shown that the above rule applies even
when the channel gains are correlated; only the value of λ
changes.

yk − λαI{g1k ≤ τ }

yk − λI{g1k ≤ τ ,g2k ≤ τ }

0

τ
Pt

g1k

0

τ
Pt

g1k

b) A = {1}

a) A = {1, 2}

τ
Pt

yk − λα
0

g1k
c) A = {2}

Fig. 2. Metric of the antenna k for full and partial CSI scenarios (Np = 2).

antenna 0 is always non-positive while the metric of an outageincompatible antenna k is strictly positive. It can be shown that
the optimal rule simplifies to
(
arg max {γk } , if T (H, GA ) 6= ∅,
∗
k∈T (H,GA )
s =
(13)
0,
else,
where T (H, GA ) = {k| ∩i∈A {Pt gik ≤ τ } , γk > η} is the
set of A-outage compatible antennas whose SNR exceeds
η = − ln (1 − [λ(1 − α)/c1 ]) /c2 . Notice that the impact
of the interference-outage constraint and the partial CSI is
entirely captured by a single parameter η.
D. Interference-Outage Probability of the Optimal TAS Rule
We now derive an exact expression and a bound for
the interference-outage probability of the optimal rule φ∗ .
Since y1 , . . . , yNt are identically distributed, we denote their
marginal complementary CDF (CCDF) and probability density
function (PDF) by Fyc (·) and fy (·), respectively. Let
 
Y
τ
pl = Pr (Lk ) =
Fgi
, for 1 ≤ k ≤ Nt . (14)
Pt
i∈A

Lemma 1: The interference-outage probability Oλ of φ∗ is
Z c1 −λ(1−α)
Oλ =1 − Ψ0 − Nt (1 − Ou )
fy (x)
0

Nt −1
× (1 − pl )Fyc (x − λα) + pl Fyc (x)
dx, (15)

Nt
where Ψ0 = pl Fyc (c1 − λ(1 − α)) + (1 − pl )Fyc (c1 − λ) .
Furthermore, Oλ is upper bounded by

Nt
Oλ ≤ (1 − a) (1 − Ψ0 ) + a 1 − pl + pl Fyc (λα)

Nt 
− (1 − pl )Fyc (c1 − λ) + pl Fyc (λα)
, (16)
where a = (1 − Ou ) /pl .
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.
To obtain λ, one needs to numerically solve the equation
Oλ = Omax . We present an alternate, lower complexity
approach below. In it, the upper bound in (16) is instead
equated with Omax . This can be shown to yield an upper bound
for λ. In Section V, we shall see that using this upper bound
has a negligible impact on performance.
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For λ ≥ c1 and 0 < x ≤ c1 −λ(1−α), we know x−λα < 0.
Hence, Fyc (x − λα) = 1. Substituting this in (15) yields the
following closed-form expression for Oλ for λ ≥ c1 :


Nt 
Oλ = (1 − a) 1 − 1 − pl + pl Fyc (c1 − λ(1 − α))
.
(17)
For example, for Rayleigh fading, hnk and gik are exponential
RVs. Let Ω , Pt µh /σ 2 . The CDF of gik is Fgi (x) = 1 −
exp (−x/µi ), for x ≥ 0. When the SRx employs MRC, the
CCDF of y1 is given by

 n
  c 1Ω NX
−1
1
x
1
x 2 r
, (18)
−
ln
Fyc (x) = 1 −
c1
n!
c
Ω
c
2
1
n=0
for x ∈ (0, c1 ]. Instead, if the SRx employs SC, then the CCDF
h
iNr
1
of y1 is given by Fyc (x) = 1 − (x/c1 ) c2 Ω
, for x ∈ (0, c1 ].
Substituting these CCDFs in (15) yields the corresponding
expressions for Oλ .
E. Extreme Cases
To gain insights, we consider the following extreme cases:
Np
1) Full CSI: Here, Lk = ∩i=1
{Pt gik ≤ τ }, α = 1, and
pl = 1 − Ou . Substituting these in (12), we get





s∗ = arg min
yk − λI Np
.
(19)
∩ {Pt gik ≤τ } 
k∈{0,1,...,Nt } 
i=1

For λ = c1 , the metric of antenna 0 is equal to zero, the metric
of antenna k ∈ {1, . . . , Nt } is yk − c1 ≤ 0 if it is A-outagecompatible and is yk > 0 otherwise. Therefore, as λ → c1 , the
optimal rule selects the antenna with the highest instantaneous
SNR from the set of A-outage-compatible antennas so long as
it is not empty. Else, s∗ = arg min {y0 − λ, y1 , . . . , yNt }. In
this region, its interference-outage probability can be written
in the following closed form:
Nt
.
(20)
Oλ = OuNt − OuNt Fyc (c1 − λ)
From (20), we see that as λ → c1 , Oλ increases as c1 or
Ou increases. For Rayleigh fading and SC, equating (20) with
Omax results in the following closed-form expression for λ that
holds for OuNt > Omax :

 1 !c2 Ω
Omax Nt Nr
λ = c1 − c1 1 − 1 − Nt
.
(21)
Ou
Furthermore, using (16), for Nt = 2, we can show that

 1 !c2 Ω
Omax − Ou2 Nr
λ ≤ c1 1 −
.
(22)
2Ou (1 − Ou )
We see that λ increases as c1 increases or it decreases as Omax
increases.
Note: The expression for Oλ in [10, (18)], which applies
to a single PRx, is a special case of (20). Furthermore, the
expressions for λ in [10, (19)] and [10, (15)], which apply to
a single PRx and Nr = 1, are special cases of (21) and (22),
respectively.

TABLE I
K EY NOTATIONS
Nt
Nr
H = [hnk ]
Np
Na
A
GA = [gik ], for i ∈ A
s
c1 , c2
γk
yk
Pt , Ω
τ
Omax
λ
Ou
Lk
Dk
pl , α

Number of transmit antennas at the STx
Number of receive antennas at the SRx
STx-SRx channel power gain matrix
Number of PRxs
Number of PRxs whose CSI is available
Indices of PRxs whose CSI is available
STx-PRx channel power gain sub-matrix
Index of the STx antenna selected
Modulation parameters
Instantaneous SNR of antenna k
Instantaneous SEP of antenna k
Fixed transmit power, SNR
Interference power threshold
Interference-outage probability threshold
Penalization parameter
Unconstrained interference-outage probability
Event that Pt gik ≤ τ for all i ∈ A
Event that Pt gik ≤ τ for all i ∈ Ac
Probability of Lk , probability of Dk

2) No CSI (A = ∅): In this case, the optimal rule in the
constrained region becomes
s∗ = arg min {y0 − λ, y1 − λα, . . . , yNt − λα} .

(23)

Substituting y0 = c1 and yk = c1 exp (−c2 γk ), for 1 ≤ k ≤
Nt , in (23), we get
(
0,
if γ1 ≤ η, . . . , γNt ≤ η,
∗
s =
(24)
arg max {γk } , else,
k∈{1,2,...,Nt }

where η = − ln (1 − [λ(1 − α)/c1 ]) /c2 (cf. Section III-C).
Hence, φ∗ selects s∗ = 0 if γ1 , . . . , γNt are all less than
or equal to η. Else, the antenna with the highest instantaneous SNR is selected. For Rayleigh fading and SC, the
interference-outage probability of this rule is equal to Ou −
N N
Ou (1 − exp (−η/Ω)) t r . Equating this with Omax yields the
following expression for η directly in terms of Omax , Ou , and
Ω:

 1 !
Omax Nt Nr
.
(25)
η = −Ω ln 1 − 1 −
Ou

IV. SEP A NALYSIS OF THE O PTIMAL TAS RULE
We now derive a general expression for the average SEP,
which we denote by SEP. We also investigate a special case
and two extreme cases to gain more insights.
Result 2: For the optimal rule, SEP = T1 + T2 + T3 , where
(26)

T1 =e0 Ψ0 ,
Z

c1 −λ(1−α)

T2 =Nt pl
xfy (x)
0

Nt −1
× (1 − pl )Fyc (x − λα) + pl Fyc (x)
dx,
Z c1 −λ
T3 =Nt (1 − pl )
xfy (x)
0

Nt −1
× (1 − pl )Fyc (x) + pl Fyc (x + λα)
dx,

(27)

(28)

where Ψ0 is given in Lemma 1.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.
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The above expression applies to many modulation schemes,
any number of PRxs, to any number of antennas, and to
the general class of continuous fading models. In the unconstrained
region, i.e., λ = 0, it simplifies to SEP =
N
R c1  c
t
dx.
F
(x)
y
0
Insights: The first term T1 is the average SEP due to s∗ = 0.
It increases as M or λ increase. As the CSI of more STx-PRx
links becomes available, i.e., A becomes larger, α increases
and finally becomes one for full CSI. Consequently, since
the CCDF Fyc (·) is a monotonically non-increasing function,
the Fyc (c1 − λ(1 − α)) term in T1 decreases as α increases
and becomes zero for full CSI. T2 is the average SEP when
an A-outage-compatible antenna is selected. It increases as
λ increases for λ < c1 and decreases as λ increases for
λ ≥ c1 . The third term T3 is the average SEP when an outageincompatible antenna is selected. Unlike T1 , T3 decreases as
λ increases and becomes zero when λ = c1 .
A. Special Case: Rayleigh Fading and SC
a) For λ = 0, SEP simplifies to

N
t Nr 
X
Nt Nr (−1)k
SEP = c1 c2 Ω
.
k
k + c2 Ω

(29)

b) For 0 < λ < c1 , the sum T2 + T3 takes the following
simplified form:


Nt −1 N
t −k)−1 
r k Nr (N
X
X
Nt − 1 Nr k
Nt Nr c1 X
T2 + T3 =
k
i
c2 Ω
j=0
k=0 i=0

h
Nr (Nt − k) − 1
t −k
(1 − pl )k pN
ψj+1,i
×
l
j

+(1 − pl )Nt −k pkl ψi,j+1 (−1)(i+j)


N
t −1 Nr (k+1)−1
X
X
Nr (k + 1) − 1
+ Nt Nr c1
i
i=0
k=0
i+1
  λα 1+ c2 Ω
Nt −1
(1 − pl )Nt −k−1 pk+1
l
k
c1
×
,
i
(−1) (c2 Ω + i + 1)
(30)
where
 k1
λα c2 Ω ck2Ω
=
x+
x 2 dx,
c1
0
 ng

 k1

λα c2 Ω ck22Ω
λ X
wl vl +
≈ 1−
vl ,
c1
c1

ψk1 ,k2

1− cλ

1



(31)
(32)

l=1

vl = (1 − (λ/c1 )) xl , and xl and wl are the ng abscissas and
weights, respectively, for Gaussian integration of moments [28,
pp. 921–922]. Furthermore, for λ ∈ (c1 /2, c1 ), ψk1 ,k2 can be
written exactly in terms of the following infinite series [29]:

ψk1 ,k2 =

∞
X
m=0

Γ



k1
c2 Ω

Γ



+1
k1
c2 Ω



λα
c1

 ck1Ω −m 
2

1−

λ
c1


N
t −1 Nr (k+1)−1
X
X



Nt − 1 Nr (k + 1) − 1
T2 = Nt Nr c1
k
i
i=0
k=0

1+ (i+1)
c2 Ω
(1 − pl )Nt −k−1 pk+1
1 − λ(1−α)
l
c1
. (34)
×
(−1)i (c2 Ω + i + 1)
This term, as we saw before, decreases as λ increases.
B. Extreme Cases
For full CSI, SEP is obtained by substituting α = 1 and pl =
1 − Ou in the above expressions. No further simplifications
occur. However, for no CSI, SEP does simplify as follows for
Rayleigh fading and SC:


Omax
SEP =e0 1 −
+ Nt Nr c1 e−c2 η
Ou

(k+1)η
NtX
Nr −1 
(−1)k e− Ω
Nt Nr − 1
×
. (35)
k
c2 Ω + k + 1
k=0

k=0

Z

It turns out that five terms are sufficient to compute the above
summation accurately. We note that the expression in [10, (27)]
is a special case of (33) for full CSI (α = 1).
b) For λ ≥ c1 , T3 = 0 and T2 simplifies to:

 ck2Ω +m+1
2

 

− m + 1 m! ck22Ω + m + 1

.
(33)

We can clearly see the dependence of SEP on system parameters such as Nt , Nr , M , Omax , and Ω. The first term, which
is the average SEP due to s∗ = 0, is independent of Nt and
Nr , and increases as Omax decreases. On the other hand, the
second term, which is the average SEP when one among the
antennas 1, 2, . . . , Nt is selected, increases as c1 increases or
as c2 decreases. It decreases exponentially as η increases.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND P ERFORMANCE
B ENCHMARKING
We now present Monte Carlo simulations, which simulate
the transmit and receive chains and use 106 data symbols,
to verify the analytical results and study the impact of the
partial CSI. We also benchmark the performance of the optimal
TAS rule with several other TAS rules. We set µh = 1 and
σ 2 = 1. To capture the non-identical nature of the channel
power gains from the STx to different PRxs, we set µi = κi ,
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Np }, where κ ≤ 1. The farther κ is from
1, the more non-identical are the gains. We show results for
Rayleigh fading.
For full CSI, Fig. 3 plots the average SEP of the optimal rule
as a function of the interference power threshold τ for different
values of Omax and Nt . The analytical and simulation results
match well. The behavior depends on the region of operation
of the system as follows: (i) Constrained region (Ou > Omax ):
SEP decreases as τ increases because more interference power
is allowed at each PRx. It also decreases as Omax increases
because the constraint is relaxed. (ii) Unconstrained region
(Ou ≤ Omax ): Here, SEP becomes the same as that of the
unconstrained rule and is independent of τ and Omax . This
happens for τ ≥ 14.1 dB at Omax = 0.1 and for τ ≥ 15.0 dB
at Omax = 0.05 for all Nt and Nr . The value of τ where
the unconstrained region starts can be solved by equating
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Nt = 2
10-2

Simulation (Omax = 0.05)

Nt = 4

Analysis (Omax = 0.05)
Simulation (Omax = 0.1)

10-3

4

6

8

Np = 1
10-2

10

Analysis (Omax = 0.1)
2

10-1

10

12

14

QPSK
Simulation (λ using (15))
Exact analysis (30) (λ using (15))
Approximation (32) (λ using (15))
Exact analysis (30) (λ using (16))

-3

16

0

2

4

Interference power threshold τ (dB)

Ou in (10) to Omax . We observe that SEP decreases as Nt
increases, which shows that TAS exploits spatial diversity even
though it uses only one RF chain.
Fig. 4 investigates the impact of the number of PRxs, Np ,
for full CSI. It also compares two modulation schemes. It
plots the average SEP as a function of τ for the special case of
identical STx-PRx channels when the SRx uses SC. The exact
analytical expression in (30) and its approximation in (32)
(with ng = 5) are shown. They both match simulations well.
In the constrained region, SEP increases as Np increases. This
is intuitive as the interference power needs to be controlled
at more PRxs. In this case, the value of τ at which the
unconstrained
region starts can be shown to be equal to

(1/Np )
−Pt µg ln 1 − (1 − Omax )
, which depends on Np but
not the modulation scheme. It is equal to 13.6 dB and 14.7 dB
for Np = 1 and 2, respectively. In the unconstrained region,
SEP saturates to the value given by (29), which depends on the
modulation scheme but not Np . We see that in both regions,
it increases as M increases. Fig. 4 also compares SEP when
λ is obtained by equating the exact Oλ in (15) and when it is
obtained by equating its upper bound in (16) to Omax . We see
that the two curves are indistinguishable.
Impact of Partial CSI: For partial CSI, we show results that
are averaged over all possible subsets of PRxs for which the
STx has CSI, which are taken to be equally likely. Fig. 5
plots the average SEP as a function of τ with full, partial,
and no CSI at the STx for Np = 2 and two values of Nt .
All the curves enter the unconstrained region at τ = 14.1 dB,
regardless of the values of Nt and Na . (i) Constrained region
(τ < 14.1 dB): Here, for a given Nt , SEP increases as the STxPRx CSI decreases. With full CSI, we see that SEP decreases
as Nt increases for all values of τ . With partial or no CSI,
the trends are different. SEP is insensitive to τ for small τ .
It appreciably decreases as Nt increases from 2 to 3 only
when τ ≥ 13.1 dB for partial CSI and τ ≥ 14.05 dB for
no CSI. (ii) Unconstrained region (τ ≥ 14.1 dB): Here, for
a given Nt , SEP saturates to a value that is independent of
Na , which is the average SEP of the unconstrained rule. It
decreases exponentially as Nt increases.
To understand the insensitivity of SEP to τ , Figure 6 plots

8

10

12

14

16

Fig. 4. Effect of Np for full CSI: Average SEP as a function of τ for different
number of PRxs (Omax = 0.1, Nt = 2, Nr = 3, Pt = 10 dB, κ = 1, SC,
QPSK with c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.6, and 16-QAM with c1 = 0.8 and
c2 = 0.12).

100

Na = 0

10-1

Average SEP

Fig. 3. Full CSI: Average SEP as a function of the interference power
threshold τ for different values of Omax and Nt (Np = 2, Nr = 3
Pt = 10 dB, κ = 0.9, MRC, and 8-PSK with c1 = 0.6 and c2 = 0.18).

6

Interference power threshold τ (dB)

Na = 1

Na = 2
Nt = 2, Na = 2

10-2

Nt = 2, Na = 1
Nt = 2, Na = 0
Nt = 3, Na = 2

10-3

Nt = 3, Na = 1
Nt = 3, Na = 0

10-4

Unconstrained

Constrained
4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Interference power threshold τ (dB)

Fig. 5. Effect of partial CSI: Average SEP as a function of τ for different
values of Na and Nt (Np = 2, Nr = 2, Pt = 10 dB, κ = 0.9, SC, and
QPSK with c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.6).

the probability of s = 0 as a function of τ for full, partial, and
no CSI scenarios. The probability of s = 0 for partial CSI and
no CSI is larger than that for full CSI since the STx chooses
s = 0 more often to meet the interference-outage constraint
when it has less CSI. With full CSI, we see that the probability
of s = 0 decreases exponentially as τ increases. However, this
is not so for partial CSI and no CSI. It is insensitive to τ for
τ ≤ 10 dB, which contributes to the insensitivity of SEP to
τ ; it decreases exponentially for larger values of τ .
Performance Benchmarking: We now compare the performance of the optimal rule with several other TAS rules considered in the literature. In order to ensure as comprehensive
a comparison as possible, we also show results for rules
that were originally proposed for single PRx. We do so by
designing them on the basis of the maximum channel power
gain among the links from the STx to the Na PRxs whose CSI
is available. For the k th STx antenna, let gk , maxi∈A {gik }.
1) Enhanced Minimum Interference (EMI) Rule [12]:
Among the antennas 1, . . . , Nt , it selects the one with
the smallest gk . However, it selects antenna 0 when
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Fig. 6. Effect of partial CSI for Np = 2: Probability of zero transmit power
option (s = 0) being selected as a function of τ for different values of Na
(Omax = 0.1, Nt = 4, Nr = 1, Pt = 10 dB, κ = 1, and 16QAM with
c1 = 0.8 and c2 = 0.12).

g1 , . . . , gNt exceed a threshold β. It is given by
(
0,
if g1 ≥ β, . . . , gNt ≥ β,
s=
arg min {gk }, else.
k∈{1,...,Nt }

2) Enhanced Maximum-Signal-Power-to-Leak-InterferencePower-Ratio (EMSLIR) Rule [12]: Among the antennas
1, . . . , Nt , it selects the one with the largest ratio of the
instantaneous SNR γk to the worst case STx-PRx channel
power gain gk . However, it selects antenna 0 when all
ratios are below a threshold ξ. It is given by

γNt
if γg11 ≤ ξ, . . . , gN
≤ ξ,
 0,
t
n o
s=
γk
 arg max gk , else.
k∈{1,...,Nt }

3) Difference Selection (DS) Rule [13]: Among the antennas
1, . . . , Nt , it selects the one that maximizes the weighted
difference δγk − (1 − δ)gk , where δ ∈ [0, 1].
In order to ensure a fair comparison, the parameters δ,
β, and ξ of the DS, EMI, and EMSLIR rules, respectively,
are chosen to ensure that the interference-outage constraint of
these rules is met with equality in their respective constrained
regions.
Figs. 7a and 7b compare the average SEP of the optimal
rule with the above TAS rules for full and partial CSI cases,
respectively. (i) Full CSI: Here, in the constrained region
(τ < 16.5 dB), the optimal rule outperforms all the other TAS
rules. For example, at τ = 14.5 dB, its average SEP is lower
by a factor of 13, 73, and 14 than the DS, EMI, and EMSLIR
rules, respectively. Thus, there is a significant reduction in
the average SEP. Equivalently, this results in a reduction in
the transmit power Pt required to achieve the same average
SEP. In the unconstrained region (τ ≥ 16.5 dB), the DS
(with δ = 1) and optimal rules reduce to the unconstrained
rule in (8). Thus, their average SEPs saturate to the same
value. The average SEPs of the EMI and EMSLIR rules also
saturate but to much higher values. (ii) Partial CSI: Here, in
the constrained region (τ < 16.5 dB) the trends are different.
We see that the EMI and EMSLIR rules are near-optimal
for τ ≤ 15 dB. This happens due to an increase in the

100

Np = 2 N a = 2

Average SEP

Average SEP

100

9

Np = 2 N a = 1

10-1

10-2

DS
EMI
EMSLIR
Optimal

10-3

12

15

18

10

12

14

16

18

τ (dB)

τ (dB)
(a) Full CSI

(b) Partial CSI

Fig. 7. Performance benchmarking: Average SEP as a function of τ for
different TAS rules (Omax = 0.1, Nt = 4, Nr = 1, Pt = 12 dB, κ = 1,
and QPSK with c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.6).

probability of s = 0. However, for τ > 15 dB, these rules
differ significantly. At τ = 16 dB, the average SEP of the
optimal rule is lower by a factor of 6, 83, and 13 than the DS,
EMI, and EMSLIR rules, respectively. In the unconstrained
region (τ ≥ 16.5 dB) the behavior of the DS and optimal
rules is the same as in the full CSI case. However, the average
SEP of the EMSLIR rule saturates to a higher value than that
for full CSI, while that of the EMI rule saturates to the same
value. The DS rule curve only exists for τ ≥ 12.4 dB for full
CSI and τ ≥ 16.0 dB for partial CSI cases since it cannot
satisfy the interference-outage constraint for smaller τ .
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We derived an SEP-optimal TAS rule for an underlay CR
system in which a secondary system co-existed with multiple
PRxs and had partial CSI of its many links to them. We saw
that for an interference-outage constraint that was designed for
multiple PRxs, the optimal rule took a novel form that brought
out the role of partial CSI and the interference constraint.
For STx-PRx links whose instantaneous channel power gains
were known to the STx, it checked if these were below a
threshold. It then scaled this by a factor that was a function of
the statistics of the channel gains that were not known to the
STx and a penalization factor that depended on the parameters
of the interference-outage constraint. We then derived general
expressions and bounds for the interference-outage probability
and average SEP. We saw that the trends were different for full
and partial CSI in the interference-constrained region.
An interesting avenue for future work is to develop the
jointly optimal power adaptation and antenna selection rule
when the transmit power can be varied continuously. Also, the
analysis when the channel gains are correlated is a challenging
open problem.
A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Result 1
In order to prove this result, we introduce the following
terminology. We define a feasible rule to be a TAS rule that
satisfies the interference-outage constraint in (6). Let F denote
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the set of all feasible rules. It is non-empty as the TAS rule that
always selects antenna 0 has an interference-outage probability
of zero, and is, therefore, feasible. Consider the following
cases.
1. Ou ≤ Omax : Here, the unconstrained rule is feasible. It
clearly yields the lowest SEP.
2. Ou > Omax : Consider any feasible rule φ ∈ F. It selects
antenna s = φ(H, GA ). For a given λ > 0, define


ψs (λ) , EH,GA [SEP (γs )] − λαs (Ac )EH,GA I{Ls (A)} .
(36)
c
c
From (11),
recall
that
α
(A
)
=
Pr
(D
(A
)).
Also,
s
s


EH,GA I{Ls (A)} = Pr (Ls (A)). Since g1s , . . . , gNp s are
independent, it follows that
Pr (Ds (A )) Pr (Ls (A)) = Pr (Ds (A ) ∩ Ls (A)) ,


Np
= Pr ∩ {Pt gis ≤ τ } .
c

c

i=1

Hence, ψs (λ) = EH,GA [SEP(γs )] − λPr



(37)
(38)


Np
∩ {Pt gis ≤ τ } .

i=1

From the definition of s in (12), it follows that ψs∗ (λ) ≤
ψs (λ). Therefore, for any φ ∈ F,


Np
EH,GA [SEP(γs∗ )] − λPr ∩ {Pt gis∗ ≤ τ }
i=1


Np
≤ EH,GA [SEP(γs )] − λPr ∩ {Pt gis ≤ τ } . (39)
∗

i=1

Now, chose λ > 0 such that Pr



Np

∩ {Pt g

is∗


≤ τ} = 1 −

Since the statistics of h1k , . . . , hNt k and g1k , . . . , gNp k are the
same for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nt }, and g10 = 0, . . . , gNp 0 = 0,
it follows that
Oλ = 1 − Pr (s = 0) − Nt Pr (s = 1, B1 ) .

(43)

We evaluate the two probability terms in (43) separately
below.
1) Expression for Pr (s = 0): From (12), we have
Pr (s = 0) = Pr y1 − λαI{L1 } > c1 − λ, . . .


, yNt − λαI{LN } > c1 − λ . (44)
t

Using the fact that the STx-SRx and STx-PRx channel gains
of different antennas are independent, we get
Pr (s = 0) =

Nt
Y
k=1


Pr yk − λαI{Lk } > c1 − λ .

(45)

Using the law of total probability,

Pr yk − λαI{Lk } > c1 − λ

= pl Pr yk − λαI{Lk } > c1 − λ|Lk




+ (1 − pl ) Pr yk − λαI{Lk } > c1 − λ|Lck , (46)
where pl = Pr (Lk ) is given in (14). Given Lk , i.e., I{Lk } = 1,
we have yk − λαI{Lk } = yk − λα. Similarly, given Lck , we
have yk − λαI{Lk } = yk . Hence,

Omax . That such a λ exists is proved in Lemma 2 below. Thus,
φ∗ is also a feasible rule. Rearranging terms in (39), we get


Pr yk − λαI{Lk } > c1 − λ =
pl Pr (yk > c1 − λ(1 − α)) + (1 − pl ) Pr (yk > c1 − λ) .
(47)

EH,GA [SEP(γs∗ )] ≤ EH,GA [SEP(γs )]
 


Np
− λ Pr ∩ {Pt gis ≤ τ } − (1 − Omax ) . (40)

Writing (47) in terms of the CCDF of the RV yk and then
substituting it in (45), we get

As λ > 0 and φ is feasible, we get EH,GA [SEP(γs∗ )] ≤
EH,GA [SEP(γs )]. Thus, φ∗ is SEP-optimal.
Lemma 2: For any Omax ∈ [0, Ou ), a λ > 0 exists such
that Oλ is equal to Omax .
Proof: The expression for the interference-outage probability of the selection rule in (12) is given in (15). This
derivation is shown in Appendix B to ensure flow and is not
repeated here. From (15), we see that for a continuous fading
model, Oλ is a continuous function of λ. Furthermore, it is
equal to Ou when λ = 0 and is 0 when λ = c1 / (1 − α). Thus,
by the intermediate value theorem, for every 0 ≤ Omax < Ou ,
there exists a corresponding λ ∈ (0, c1 / (1 − α)] at which
Oλ = Omax .

where Ψ0 is defined in the lemma statement.
2) Expression for Pr (s = 1, B1 ): Let nc antennas among
the antennas 2, . . . , Nt be A-outage-compatible.
Such nc

antennas can be chosen in Nnt −1
ways.
One
such
combination
c
is that antennas 2, . . . , nc + 1 are A-outage-compatible and
antennas nc + 2, . . . , Nt are not. This event can be written as
L2 ∩ . . . ∩ Lnc +1 ∩ Lcnc +2 ∩ . . . ∩ LcNt . By symmetry and the
law of total probability, we get

N
t −1 
X
Nt − 1
Pr (s = 1, B1 ) =
Pr (s = 1|E) Pr (E) , (49)
nc
n =0

i=1

i=1

B. Proof of Lemma 1
1) Derivation of Exact Expression: From (3), we have

where Bs ,

Np
∩i=1

Oλ = 1 − Pr (Bs ) ,

(41)

{Pt gis ≤ τ }. By the law of total probability,

Oλ = 1 − Pr (s = 0, B0 ) −

Nt
X
k=1

Pr (s = k, Bk ) .

(42)

Pr (s = 0) = Ψ0 ,

(48)

c

where E , B1 ∩ L2 ∩ . . . ∩ Lnc +1 ∩ Lcnc +2 ∩ . . . ∩ LcNt .
Since the STx-PRx channel gains are independent, it
can be seen that Pr (E)
 = Pr (B1 ) Pr (L2 ) . . . Pr (Lnc +1 )
×Pr Lcnc +2 . . . Pr LcNt . From (10) and (14), we get
Pr (E) = (1 − Ou ) pnl c (1 − pl )Nt −nc −1 .

(50)

To obtain Pr (s = 1|E), we first condition over y1 = x and
derive an expression for Pr (s = 1|E, y1 = x). Given E and
y1 = x, the optimal rule selects antenna 1 if x − λα < c1 − λ,
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x − λα < ym − λα, for 2 ≤ m ≤ nc + 1, and x − λα < yj ,
for nc + 2 ≤ j ≤ Nt . Thus,

Given s = 0, the SEP is equal to2 e0 = 1 − (1/M ), and
given s = 1, it is equal to y1 . Hence,

Pr (s = 1|E, y1 = x) = Pr (x − λα < c1 − λ,
x − λα < y2 − λα, . . . , x − λα < ync +1 − λα,
x − λα < ync +2 , . . . , x − λα < yNt |E, y1 = x) . (51)

SEP = e0 Ey [Pr (s = 0|y)] + Nt Ey [y1 Pr (s = 1|y)] . (60)

Using the fact that y2 , . . . , yNt are i.i.d., we get

Nt −nc −1

.
(52)

Averaging over y1 and writing in terms of its CCDF and
PDF, we get
Z c1 −λ(1−α)
 c
nc
Pr (s = 1|E) =
Fy (x)
0

Nt −nc −1
fy (x) dx. (53)
× Fyc (x − λα)

Substituting (53) and (50) in (49) yields the expression for
Pr (s = 1, B1 ). Finally, substituting this along with (48) in (43)
yields (15).
2) Derivation of Bound: We split the region of integration
in (15) into two parts I1 and I2 , where we integrate over
(0, λα] in I1 and over (λα, c1 − λ(1 − α)] in I2 . Using the
fact that Fyc (x − λα) = 1, for x ≤ λα, we get
Z λα

Nt −1
I1 =
1 − pl + pl Fyc (x)
fy (x) dx,
(54)
0



Nt
1
1 − 1 − pl + pl Fyc (λα)
=
,
(55)
Nt pl
and
Z c1 −λ(1−α)

Nt −1
I2 =
(1 − pl )Fyc (x − λα) + pl Fyc (x)
λα

× fy (x) dx. (56)

For x ≤ c1 − λ(1 − α), Fyc (x − λα) ≥ Fyc (c1 − λ).
Substituting this in (56) yields

Nt
1 
I2 ≥
(1 − pl )Fyc (c1 − λ) + pl Fyc (λα)
− Ψ0 .
Nt pl
(57)
Combining (54) and (57) and substituting it in (15) yields (16).
C. Brief Proof of Result 2
We show the key steps and skip some involved calculations.
The average SEP can be written as SEP = Ey [Pr (Err|y)],
where y , [y1 , . . . , yNt ] and Err is the decoding error event.
Using the law of total probability, we can write
Pr (Err|y) = Pr (s = 0, Err|y) +

Nt
X

we

know

Ey [y1 Pr (s = 1|y)] = Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1|y1 )] .

nc

Pr (s = 1|E, y1 = x) =I{x<c1 −λ(1−α)} [Pr (y2 > x)]
× [Pr (ync +2 > x − λα)]

From the law of total expectation,
Ey [Pr (s = 0|y)] = Pr (s = 0). Similarly,

Pr (s = k, Err|y) . (58)

k=1

that
(61)

Substituting these two results into (60), we get SEP = T1 +
Nt Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1|y1 )], where T1 = e0 Pr (s = 0). Substituting (48) yields the expression for T1 in (26).
Using the law of total probability, we get
Nt Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1|y1 )] = T2 + T3 ,

(62)

where T2 = Nt Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1, L1 |y1 )] and T3 =
Nt Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1, Lc1 |y1 )].
Expression for Pr (s = 1, L1 |y1 ): Along lines similar
to (49), which fixed the number of antennas that are A-outagecompatible, we can show that
Pr (s = 1, L1 |y1 ) =

N
t −1 
X
nc =0


Nt − 1
Pr (s = 1|B, y1 )
nc
× Pr (B|y1 ) , (63)

where B = L1 ∩ L2 ∩ . . . ∩ Lnc +1 ∩ Lcnc +2 ∩ . . . ∩ LcNt . As
the STx-PRx channels are mutually independent and are also
independent of y1 , using the definition of pl in (14), we get
Nt −nc −1

Pr (B|y1 ) = Pr (B) = pnl c +1 (1 − pl )

.

(64)

Simplifying along lines similar to those from (51) to (52),

nc
Pr (s = 1|B, y1 ) = I{y1 <c1 −λ(1−α)} Fyc (y1 )

Nt −nc −1
× Fyc (y1 − λα)
. (65)
Substituting (65) and the expression for Pr (B|y1 ) from (64)
in (63) yields

Nt −1
Pr (s = 1, L1 |y1 ) = (1 − pl )Fyc (y1 − λα) + pl Fyc (y1 )
× pl I{y1 <c1 −λ(1−α)} .

(66)

Substituting (66) in Nt Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1, L1 |y1 )] and averaging
over y1 yields T2 in (27).
Similarly, Pr (s = 1, Lc1 |y1 ) can be shown to simplify to

Nt −1
Pr (s = 1, Lc1 |y1 ) = (1 − pl )Fyc (y1 ) + pl Fyc (y1 + λα)
× (1 − pl ) I{y1 <c1 −λ} .

(67)

Furthermore, using chain rule, we get Pr (s = k, Err|y) =
Pr (s = k|y) Pr (Err|y, s = k), for 0 ≤ k ≤ Nt . By exploiting
symmetry, SEP can be written as

Substituting (67) in Nt Ey1 [y1 Pr (s = 1, Lc1 |y1 )] and averaging
over y1 yields T3 in (28).

SEP = Ey [Pr (s = 0|y) Pr (Err|y, s = 0)]
+ Nt Ey [Pr (s = 1|y) Pr (Err|y, s = 1)] . (59)

2 To ensure an accurate analysis, we use the exact value of the SEP for
s = 0 in this derivation and not its approximate value of c1 , which was used
in Section II-C.
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